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CLASS:9

QUADRILATERALS:

WORK SHEET -1

1) What is a quadrilateral?

2)What is the sum of four interior angles of a quadrilateral?

3) Name the types of quadrilaterals.

4) Write the similarities and difference between the following
quadrilaterals.
1) Square

Rectangle

2) Square

Rhombus

3) Rectangle

Parallelogram

4) Square

Parallelogram

CLASS:9

QUADRILATERALS:

WORK SHEET -2

Write the name and properties of the following figure.
Quadrilateral

Name

Properties

CLASS:9

QUADRILATERALS:

WORK SHEET -3

Fill up the blanks:
1) A quadrilateral having 4 equal sides is a__________2) A quadrilateral with equal sides and equal angles is _______-3) A quadrilateral having opposite sides parallel and equal and also
equal angles is a__________.
4)In a rhombus, diagonals bisect at _______ angle.
5) A quadrilateral having a pair of parallel sides is known as _____
6) A quadrilateral having opposite sides equal and parallel and also
opposite angles are equal is a_________.
7) Sum of the interior angles of a quadrilateral is _________.
8)
ii
AB=8Cm then DC= ____
9)
I If side =4cm then the perimeter of this quadrilateral
Is_________.
10)
If ∟𝑆𝑃𝑄 =700 the ∠𝑆𝑅𝑄 =____

QUADRILATERALS:

CLASS:9

WORK SHEET -4

MID-POINT THEOREM:
“THE LINE SEGMENT JOINING THE MID-POINT OF TWO SIDES OF A
TRIANGLE IS PARALLEL TO THE THIRD SIDE AND HALF OF IT.”
DATA: In ∆ABC, D and E are the mid-points of
AB & AC.

.

TO PROVE: DE∥BC
DE = BC
Construction- Extend the line segment DE and produce it to F such
that, EF = DE.
Proof: In ∆ ADE and ∆E,
AE = EC —– (given)
∠AED=∠CEF (vertically opposite angles)
∠DAE = ∠ECF (alternate angles)
By ASA congruence criterion,
△ ADE ≅ △ CFE -------(1)
CF = AD & DE=EF

---------(2) {by c.p.c.t.}

AD = BD → (3)
( D is mid-point od AB)
CF = BD
(From equation 2 and 3)
Therefore, BDFC forms a parallelogram. (Alternate interior angles are
equal and parallel)
DF∥BC
⸫ DE∥BC
DE = BC

(Opposite sides of quadrilateral)
(∆ADE≅∆EFC) Hence proved.

Learn the theorem.
Write twice and learn the theorem.
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WORK SHEET -1

QUADRILATERALS:

Complete the table:
Sl.no
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Plane figures

Area

Perimetre

WORK SHEET -2

HERON’S FORMULA

CLASS:9
Heroin’s formula:

Heron was born in Alexandra
in Egypt. He worked on
mathematical and physical
subjects. He has written books
on Mensuration. Heron has
derived the famous formula for
the area of triangle in terms of
its sides.

There is a slide in a park. One of its side walls has been painted in some
colour with a message “KEEP THE PARK GREEN AND CLEAN” If the
sides of the wall are 15 m, 11 m and 6 m, find the area painted in colour.

S=

=

=

= 16

s(s − a)(s − b)(s − c)
= 16(16 − 15)(16 − 11)(16 − 6)
= 16(1)(5)(10)
= 4 × 4 × 5 × 5 × 2)
= 20√2 m2

There is a slide in a park. One of its side walls has been painted in some
colour with a message “KEEP THE PARK GREEN AND CLEAN” If the
sides of the wall are 8 m, 6 m and 5 m, find the area painted in colour.
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HERON’S FORMULA

WORK SHEET -3

A triangular park ABC has sides 120m, 80 m, and 50 m. a gardener wants
to put a fence all around it and also plant grass inside. how much area
does he need to plant? find the cost of fencing it with barbed wire at the
rate of Rs 20 per metre leaving a space 3 m wide for a gate on one side

Solution: For finding area of the park, we have
2s = 50 m + 80 m + 120 m = 250 m.
i.e.,
s = 125 m
Now, s – a = (125 – 120) m = 5 m,
s – b = (125 – 80) m = 45 m,
s – c = (125 – 50) m = 75 m.

Also, perimeter of the park = AB + BC + CA = 250 m
Therefore, length of the wire needed for fencing = 250 m – 3 m (to be left for
gate)
= 247 m
And so the cost of fencing
= Rs 20 × 247 = Rs 4940
2. The triangular side walls of a flyover have been used for
advertisements. The sides of the walls are 122 m, 22 m and 120 m. The
advertisements yield on earning of ₹5000 per m2 per year. A company
hired one of its walls for 3 months. How much rent did it pay?
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HERON’S FORMULA

WORK SHEET -4

Kamala has a triangular field with sides 240m, 200m, 360m, where she
grew wheat. In another triangular field with sides 240m, 320m, 400m,
adjacent to the previous field, she wanted to grow potatoes and onions.
She divided the field into two parts by joining the mid-point of the longest
side to the opposite vertex and grew potatoes in one part and onions in
the other part.If m is the area ( in hectares ) has been used for potatoes?
(1 hectare = 10000m2).

